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Stories from the Heart
Prof. Grace Morrow
Welcome! This is a new section in AEXALEVI Forum where we will be sharing stories
about teachers and learners. Stories can be a great source of inspiration for others and
a great opportunity for reflection and growth. Here is our first anecdote by Grace
Morrow.

Grace is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher. She has been a Member
Teacher at La Asociación for more than twenty years. She has been an
active member of the AEXALEVI Forum Team since it began in 2009.

M

any years ago, I used to

chance to see the world. Most of them

work at ISEN (Instituto del

were in their twenties or early thirties,

Servicio

full of dreams and expectations.

Exterior

de

la

Nación). I was one of a team of
Lenguas Vivas´ teachers in charge of

One day, when I was teaching one of

the English Language courses there.

these groups, a new student opened

The Communicative Approach was at

the door and joined the class. He was

its peak.

not only late; he looked sleepy and
scruffy. Besides, he was much older

We had the “regular courses” for those

than the rest. But he had the manners

who wanted to join our Foreign Service

of a gentleman, so he soon established

as career diplomats, but we also

a very good relationship with me and

devised special courses for the “rank

his classmates.

and file”, that is, members of the
ordinary staff who had the possibility of

He never missed a class; yet, he did

being posted abroad provided they

very poorly in all the tests and, of

passed an English test.

course, failed the final exam. This
meant he would not be sent abroad that

The latter courses were crowded with

year and, on top, he would have to do

people for whom a post abroad meant a

the course again.

much better standard of living and the
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As a teacher, you can never feel at

the first course with me, his wife had

ease when you fail a student, because,

died and he had been left with five

deep down, you know that, somehow,

small

you yourself have failed.

needed that post abroad because his

children to raise. He badly

salary in Argentina was not good
The following year, he was in my class

enough for such a big family. I felt so

again. I had had the summer to reflect

sorry. If only I had passed him the first

on

time, I would have saved him from a lot

my

teaching

procedures.

I

concluded that some students needed

of trouble…

some extra practice of a different kind.
So I started to apply various “old-

Three years later, I received a postcard

fashioned” techniques, feeling a little

from Washington. It was from him. I

guilty about it. If you did not teach

opened it and read: “Yesterday you

communicatively, you were a “bad”

taught me the English I can speak

teacher.

today. Thank you, Ms Morrow.” Some
tears ran down my face. I hadn´t been

This eclectic method worked with the

such a “bad” teacher after all.

“gentleman”, who passed his exam and
was sent abroad.

Thank you, Grace!

I never heard of him again, but I
learned that at the time he had started

We all have stories to share.
Send us yoursto

teacherscentre@aexalevi.org.ar
and we will be glad to publish it in our next issues.
You too can become an AEXALEVI Forum writer!
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It worked for me
Prof. Beatriz Petruceli
Another new section in this renewed issue of AEXALEVI Forum. We all like to hear
from experienced teachers about the tricks of the trade. If it worked for you, it can work
for us!

Beatriz is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher with vast experience in
teaching children, teenagers and adults. Former Head of La Asociación,
she has been a teacher here for over thirty years.

T

he activity I am going to

So I came up with an idea as to what I

describe does work for me, or

could do to improve my students´

should I say, it never fails to

understanding beyond limits.

work for my dear students? I think I´d
rather say the latter, which is what we

What

I

more

often

than

not

do

should all be concerned about.

nowadays is a listening comprehension
activity without any printed exercise. I

Nowadays everybody is exposed to the

introduce

language one way or another. Every

students to pretend we are all in a

single student, no matter how old they

foreign country, listening to the radio. I

are, are surrounded by the Internet,

usually write down some aspects I am

movies,

with

interested in on the board so as to help

foreigners, and so on and so forth. A

them a little bit; I tell them to focus on

few years ago I noticed that regular

the place where they think the action is

listening comprehension activities, the

taking place, how many people are

traditional ones that come in books,

talking, what the relationship among

posed no challenge whatsoever for my

them is, what the conflict is, etc... (mind

students,

solve

you, I also play songs without the fill-in

whichever exercise for the piece I

exercise since they usually understand

played, regardless of the difficulty it

more than I do!). I play the piece in

songs,

who

they

managed

chat

to

the

might entail.
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question once and then ask them to tell

always try to make good use of the

me what they understood.

listening comprehension exercises in
the textbook, but as my students truly

I write down all the info they give me on

find them (and I am quoting my beloved

the board and then we get ready for the

children) “too easy for us”, I ask them to

second listening, this time listening for

close their books and, instead of doing

detail, confirming things the students

the suggested exercise (be it multiple

have said and profiting from the activity

choice, fill in the blanks, answer the

to teach some useful vocabulary they

questions), we only deal with the

might not know.

listening comprehension activity in the
book as if it was a radio programme

I sometimes use authentic material, in

which we are all trying to understand.

the sense that the students will enjoy
an interview with Justin Bieber or

It is community work (they love to help

another celebrity much more than a so-

each other on such occasions), it keeps

called “educational piece”. Anyway, I

their attention (they have no sheet of
paper to rely on) and it opens their ears
enormously!

Thank you, Beatriz!

Write about what has worked for you
(an activity, a technique, a game, a song, etc) and send it to us to

teacherscentre@aexalevi.org.ar

We will be glad to publish it in our next issues.
You too can become an AEXALEVI Forum writer!
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The Bright Side of
Routines
Mg. Myrian Casamassima

E

very morning, when the teacher starts the class, she writes on the blackboard
what date it is and what the weather is like. When students wish to ask a
question, they raise their hands. All assignments are handed in for the teacher

to correct. Routines – they pervade our lessons and help us organize our work in the
classroom.
you what I do. I start making a mental
However, routines may be experienced

list of the places where we have been

as dull sometimes. Our students can

for a short while and I would like to go

practically guess how the class will

back to. It is unlikely that I would think

begin and how it will end. It will begin

of a new destination as a first choice.

with the correction of homework and it

This is my thinking routine: the way in

will end with the assignment of more

which I think about something.

homework. How else?
In all probability, you are already using
Despite being inherently uninteresting

thinking routines in your lessons, but

(they are repeated over and over

perhaps you do so occasionally. Do you

again), routines may prove to be an

use mindmaps, brainstorming, pros and

opportunity for challenge provided that

cons lists? Ritchhart claims that we

we vary their content. This involves one

need structures for thinking in class and

type of routine in particular that is

that to generate routines for thinking,

known as thinking routine (Ritchhart,

we must be systematic about them. On

2002).

the importance of thinking routines,
Ritchhart says that they “direct and

Imagine the following situation. You

guide mental action” (2002; 89).

would like to take the weekend away.
What is the first thing that you do?
Obviously we will all give different
answers to this question. Let me tell
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The KWL Chart

The KWL chart is just one of the

Let us now have a look at some

be used to work on topics and units. If

examples of how to generate thinking

you google “graphic organizers”, you

routines. There is something that I

will

particularly like to do before we begin to

possibilities.

dozens of graphic organizers that can

be

amazed

at

the

array

of

explore a new topic in class. It is the
KWL chart.
I know

The Big Question
I want to

I have learnt

know

Something else that I enjoy a lot is the
Big Question. At the beginning of a unit,
the class talks about the new topic and
agrees on a question that will be
answered as the unit is developed. It

A KWL chart

may be a good idea to have the whole
class produce questions first as part of

As you can see in the table above, the

a brainstorming task. These questions

students are supposed to record in the

can be recorded in a mind-map, for

first column all that they know about the

example, or simply on a list. The Big

topic of the unit or about the story that

Question can be asked at this point: it

they are going to read. In the second

may be framed by the teacher as a sort

column, they are expected to write

of summary of the questions that the

questions about what they would like to

students have asked. The Big Question

know. The KWL chart is aimed at use

should be written somewhere in the

over time. This means that we start

classroom as the class will refer to it

using it one class and that we go back

often as they progress throughout the

to it as the topic or the story unfolds.

unit. For instance, a unit about the

Finally, the students complete the third

environment may render “How can we

column with the information that they

go green?” while a unit about change

have learnt. The KWL chart can be

can revolve around “What changes

used individually by each student or it

around us?” The Big Question is

can be a whole-class chart to be placed

expected to challenge the students´

on a classroom wall and completed

thinking about the unit by adding

gradually.

educational value to it.
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Word of the Week

students

Word of the Week, or Word of the

the Doodle Sheet, the students begin to

Month, depending on how often your

think about the topic and to record

students have classes, is a challenging

preliminary

and practical

helping our

lessons, the students will refer back to

learners think about vocabulary. Word

the Doodle Sheet as they enlarge it and

way of

write

about

it

almost

immediately afterwards, by means of

of the Week is a spotlight on a word for
at least a week. We single out a word
from the unit or a word the students
have asked about and we record it
somewhere in the classroom in a

ideas.

Over

several

even share it in class with their peers.
Once some work on the Doodle Sheet
has been done, the students will begin
to write their compositions on the basis
of these preliminary ideas.

spidergram or a web. The task consists
in adding information about it as
regards meaning, pronunciation, use,

Final Remarks

related words, expressions, without

We agree with Ritchhart that thinking

being too fussy about it as this is not

routines are versatile as they help

meant to be a dictionary entry. It is

students think in a variety of contexts.

meant to show the students that to

This is not only about how to think

learn new vocabulary implies learning

before they write a composition in the

different kinds of information about

English class or about how to think

words. Meaning alone will not suffice.

about the word that is the spotlight that

Thus, we help our students think about

week. This is about encouraging our

how language works.

students to work on preliminary ideas
before they sit down to write anything,
at school, at university, at work, or to

The Doodle Sheet

provide them with the tools to think

The Doodle Sheet is a way of thinking

about and learn vocabulary on their

about

avoid

own. It would be interesting to reflect

confronting our students with a blank

what other thinking routines we can

page, we may ask them to keep a

foster in our lessons and how they can

Doodle Sheet, on which they will jot

enhance learning.

writing.

In

order

to

down ideas, words, phrases, sentences
about a topic they have to write about.
Instead

of

the

traditional

way

of

handling composition writing, in which

Reference
Ritchhart, R. (2002). Intellectual Character. What
it is, Why it Matters and How to Get it. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

the teacher assigns a topic and the
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AEXALEVI DAY 2013
Prof. Florencia Insua

“If your actions inspire others to dream more,
learn more, do more and become more,
you are a leader”
John Quincy Adam

Mg. Liliana Luna, Head of La Asociación.
Lic. Diana Ogando,
Coordinadora
del Departamento de Alumnos Libres

AEXALEVI DAY, which was held last
April 13, has already become the event

need to start the academic year. We

of La Asociación which gets teachers

feel we are much more than teachers,

from different parts of the country

we are educators and leaders.

together. Apart from being the meeting

It is our job to explore how to involve

in which member teachers learn about

students in our lessons, to learn about

changes in exams, exchange ideas

new technologies which they will find

about how to make improvements in

motivating, to provide them with tools to

the process of examination and share

go beyond plot in readers and to

feedback on the experience from the

discover the pleasure and experience

previous year, AEXALEVI DAY has

the growth that reading entails. It is in

also been conceived of with the aim of

our hands to foster participation and

giving member teachers something

make room for learners with different

more: a sense of community, the spirit

learning styles, in so doing we will

of belonging and the inspiration we

become better teachers. We, at La
Asociación, believe in the importance of
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getting together, of celebrating the joy
of having the chance to open new

Walls that Teach

doors in our teaching, to share what we

Myrian Casamassima &

do and how we do it and to inspire

Florencia Insua

teachers to find the best way to reach
their

students.

We

all

know that

teaching a student means touching a
life. It is not an easy task. We have lots
of

responsibility on our shoulders.

Sometimes we are overwhelmed and
tired but, deep down, we know we can
overcome all those obstacles because
we have chosen a difficult but also a
When

very rewarding path.

we

make

a

Wall

in

our

classroom, we create an opportunity for
It was a pleasure to have been part of

our students to interact with content.

AEXALEVI DAY, to learn from my

There are basically three types of walls.

colleagues and to become inspired by

Word Walls revolve around vocabulary

them. I wish I could have attended the

relevant to the unit. Anchor Walls

four sessions because all the speakers

provide guidance about procedures for

had useful ideas and interesting views

a more effective performance in all four

on what teaching is about.

I look

skills and they also help to anchor rules

forward to putting into practice all the

such as grammatical rules or even

tips that they have shared with us!

classroom rules. To these two types of
Walls (you will easily find information
about them on the Internet), we have
added a third type – the Mural. This is
actually our own idea to work on
stories,

Here is what the speakers have to
say about their own talks on
AEXALEVI Day.

songs,

class

discussions,

visualizations. The Mural represents the
spot where teacher and students can
express their ideas, opinions, feelings
about the content of the task by writing
a word, a phrase, a sentence or simply
drawing something on the slips of paper
that will be pasted later on the poster to
make the mural. What we like best
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about

Murals

is

that

there

may

background music, aromas, colours,
shapes,

pictures,

textures

(plastic,

cardboard, cloth) for the students to
write on. Here is a photo of the Mural
that we created in our talk with the
participation of the audience after a
visualization in which we all went on
safari. We encourage you to try out the
idea of making your walls teach in your
classroom! Here is the poem that
summarizes the spirit of our talk.

The Story of a Wall
By
Myrian Casamassima 2013

Once upon a time
There was a wall in a classroom.
His name was Wallteach.
He was bored and bare
He had a lot of space to spare.
One day a teacher looked at Wallteach
In a different light
There was a glow in her eye.
The class began to create and post
Now Wallteach had become the host.
He started to stretch and expand
While the teacher with
An experienced hand
Led her students throughout
Words, colours, actions, sounds
All the year round.
Soon it became catchy.
The excitement was magic.
Other walls began to crop up
That claimed for their right,
Full of passion,
Full of life.
No more boredom.
No more yearning.
Only room
For lots of learning

Inspired in our talk, Prof. Aldana Aguirre
made a mural with her students at primary
school and sent us this photo.
Thank you, Aldana!

Integrating
Pronunciation in your
Classroom
Gisela Frenquelli

Pronunciation is one of the most
problematic, yet crucial, aspects of the
English language. Both teachers and
students often find pronunciation work
frustrating and complain that it is, in
fact, a hopeless task. Teaching and
learning pronunciation, however, is not
a wild goose chase! I am convinced
that it can be done effectively if only we
think of it as communication rather than
as

a

classroom
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pronunciation lesson should always

very simple and worth taking a little

involve the learners actually speaking

time to work it out. When done well, this

or listening to the teacher speaking

technique can be clear and economical.

directly about their pronunciation. It is

Why not give it a try? Perhaps as a

interest in the process that we want to

game at first?

inspire in our students, so that the aim
is not just to be correct, but to become
more discriminating, more confident,
more self-evaluating and self-directing.
Learning pronunciation takes time and
experience through trial and error and

Read it in a Multiple
Way
Paola Verando

the role of the teacher can only be as a
facilitator in this process, encouraging
reflection upon the language and giving
feedback that learners can use. This
may include instructions and questions
leading to insight – “Say it very slowly”;
“Change it”; “Which one sounds more
English?”;

“How

many

sounds/syllables/words?” – or asking
the students to tell the story of their
mistakes.

It

is

all

about

raising

awareness and inviting students to test
their own criteria of Englishness. In
particular, I like “finger correction,”
which involves using the fingers of one
hand held separately or together to
indicate sounds spoken separately or
run together into a word, or to indicate
words

spoken

separately

or

run

together into connected speech. It is
also very effective for syllables, and for
manipulating stress and unstress. Your
fingers are being used to objectify and
amplify

certain

mental

processes

without the need for words. It is actually

Every time a reader is used in the
classroom, teachers should bear in
mind that these literary works are open
to multifarious interpretations and that it
would be a great opportunity for their
students to be aware of the multiple
readings a work may have. By doing
so, pupils will develop critical thinking
skills as well as oral work in more
authentic contexts (by participating in
real debates, for instance). In order to
read a work of fiction in different ways,
it must be divided into its constituent
parts in order for teachers and students
to

be

able

to

study

each

part

individually. The collection of those
individual parts, then, will provide us
with a whole new meaning. The idea of
“breaking” a work of fiction into pieces
is quite manageable for teachers since
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each of the aspects analysed could be

be used at different moments in our

covered in different classes throughout

classes and for different purposes. All

the school year. In order to achieve this

you need is Post- it notepads or pads

goal, we must study such aspects as

and some masking tape. Give the

the author’s life, other works he/she has

students the pads and a topic or

written (in order to be able to make

question to write about, such as “Write

connections), other works which deal

the plot of your favourite movie and

with similar topics, the language used in

describe a sequence, without writing

particular extracts, the names of the

the title of the movie or the name of the

characters, how men and women are

main characters in it” or “Write some

depicted (and, most importantly, what

advantages and disadvantages of living

that may mean in the text), what social

on your own”. Students can do this task

or ethnic groups are portrayed and

on their own, in pairs or in small groups.

how. Reading “it” in a multiple way will

You can ask students to write a specific

allow for multiple voices and opinions.

number of words if you are training

Try it out and you will see how that

them for exams which require that

student who has never said much in

students develop this skill. Allot some

class will find his/her own path (and

time

voice) along the text!

comprehension of the instruction and to

and

go

around

to

check

help the students, if necessary. After
they finish, students post these pads on

Diversity is the Spice
of Class: Graffiti/
Carrousel Technique

the walls for the other students to read
them. The teacher can put extra pads
for the students to write comments
about their classmates' answers, and
s/he can give feedback too. The

Mariana Goldman

teacher can use these pieces of writing
as a springboard for other written or
oral activities.

Out of the many techniques that we
explored in our session on AEXALEVI
Day, there is one that is my favourite:
The Graffiti/Carrousel Technique. It can
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Involving your
Students in the Process
of Writing: Lead-in
Tasks

involved with the story at the same
time.

You can ask your students to

read up to a certain point in the story (a
turning

point

or

climax)

without

revealing how the situation is solved.
Then, students work in groups, discuss

Vanessa Bain

possible outcomes or solutions and act
out the scene. Finally, you can ask
them to write a letter as if they were
one of the characters. For example, in
Taste by Roald Dahl, you can interrupt

Students often feel frustrated because

the reading after Richard Pratt identifies

they can’t think about what to write

the wine that he has tasted torturing his

when

writing

audience in the process and all the

assignment. Not all students are alike

heads turn to Mike Schoffield to find out

as far as their interests, intelligences,

the answer - if Richard has won and,

preferences and learning styles. What if

therefore, he will have Louise’s hand in

we let them open the right door?

marriage or if Louise is the new owner

One or a sequence of lead-in tasks may

of two of Richard’s houses. At that

help our students succeed in writing

point, you can ask your students to

and at the same time make the process

decide how the story finishes and act

more meaningful. There is a wide range

out the scene. Then, they have to write

of possibilities that can be combined

a letter as if they were Louise writing to

into

to

her mother after escaping from her

visualization with the support of music

mansion since she refused to marry

and scents before writing a story,

Richard.

they

are

given

sequences:

a

resorting

watching a film or a scene connected
with a controversial issue, followed by a

I hope you find some of these ideas

debate and finally leading to an essay,

useful. Try them and both your students

an interview followed by an article or a

and you will enjoy them.

text about personal information, just to
mention a few.
Thank you, Gisela, Vanessa, Paola &
Stories are also a very good excuse for

Mariana!

our students to write as they provide a
clear context and they can get more
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Spotlight

Les Misérables.
Dir. Tom Hooper. 2012. UK.
Lic. Carla Montoya
This new section in AEXALEVI Forum is an opportunity for us to hear about what to
read or what to watch as we are led by the hands of specialists. Here is Carla Montoya
with Les Misérables.

Carla is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher and Licenciada en
Lengua Inglesa con orientación en Cine y Literatura
from Universidad Nacional de San Martin (UNSAM). She has
been working at La Asociación for fourteen years. At present,
she is teaching here a Media course for graduate and
undergraduate teachers. She works at UNSAM too, where she
teaches “Film Studies”and co-coordinates English Courses.

“To love another person is to see the face of god”. Those are the words sung when
Jean Valjean dies. Those are the words that remind us of forgiveness, the whole
message of this outstanding movie.

O

scar-winner

director

(The

considerably from the casting of Hugh

King’s Speech) Tom Hooper

Jackman in the central role of Jean

flawlessly

this

Valjean, a man who serves 19 years in

classic stage musical to the screen. By

prison for stealing a loaf of bread, a

allowing the actors to sing live on

man who escapes and begins a new

camera, he captures some of the most

life as a merchant and mayor of a little

emotional, powerful performances I've

French town. Relentlessly chased by

ever seen…This wonderful masterpiece

police officer Javert (Russell Crowe),

is a sprawling tale of love, idealism and

Valjean,

sacrifice set in the 19th century Paris.

benevolence now, can never rest, and

As I see it, the film benefits

is deeply moved by the plight of Fantine

brings

us

a

man

of

grace

and

(Anne Hathaway), a worker in his
factory who must sell her hair, her teeth
and her body when she loses her job.
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As Fantine lies on her deathbed,

one of the most breathtaking moments

Valjean adopts her young daughter

in the film. We can´t watch the whole

Cosette. His love for her is so huge that

scene without bursting into tears.

it changes his life, and the lives of
others around him. He cares for her like

Shot like an enormous opera rock, Les

his own child and raises her into a

Misèrables has amazing

young beautiful girl (Amanda Seyfried),

wonderful costumes. It is hard to

who

compare the stage show with the

would fall for Marius (Eddie

Redmayne),

a

actively

movie, but I believe that the film version

participating in the French rebellion.

seems better, simply because of the

Meanwhile, comic relief is provided by

movie sets, which were created from

Sacha

Helena

the descriptions given in Victor Hugo’s

Bonham Carter, who show up as a pair

original work. The ending scene is

of fantastic and hilarious innkeepers as

moving and glorious, a grand spectacle

the Thenardier family.

for the eyes and ears. Try not to miss

Baron

man

sets and

Cohen

and

this movie which, apart from being aweAnne Hathaway`s song I Dreamed a

inspiring, will fill your heart with hope

Dream

and love.

well

deserves

another

paragraph. Her performance provides

La Asociación
presents






Thank you, Carla!

Teachers´

Centre Forum

Five meetings on Saturday mornings from 10 to 12:30.
Discussion of practical issues to improve exam preparation and enhance your classes.
Chats over coffee with colleagues.
Further exploration of topics through our Blog for those who wish to go virtual.
Enrolment required.

May 4

June 8

August 10

September 7

October 5

You can leave
your hat on!

On how
thinking
shapes
speaking

Understanding by
reconstruction

Cell phones
from inside
the class

Rock your
writing this
year

An end to the battle
of the use of cell
phones in class and
the beginning of a
new resource from
the digital era.

Practical ideas to
improve your
students' writing
performance in
exams.

A close look at
Edward de Bono´s
Six Thinking Hats.
The exploration of a
strategy for the
development of
speaking skills.

A series of thinking
procedures to help
your students train
for oral exams.

Strategies to lead your
students to understand
texts more effectively
by working at different
levels of
comprehension.

Moderated by Mg. Myrian Casamassima& Prof. Florencia Insua
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Reading
“The Street Lawyer”
in a Multiple Way
Prof. Paola Verando

Paola is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher and a specialist in Language,
Literature and Culture. She has been a teacher at La Asociación as well as
at Instituto Compañia de Maria for many years.

W

hen dealing with readers in the ESL classroom, it is essential to discuss
certain topics in order for students to be able to derive a more thorough
reading of the work of fiction, which may help them develop critical thinking

skills as well as their productive skills in general. The aim of this article is to delve into
the underlying meanings of one of AEXALEVI’s readers for 4th year youngsters, “The
Street Lawyer”, and to provide teachers with plenty of ideas to use in class.

Pre-reading Activities
It is of high importance that students

loads of them available on Youtube.

are acquainted with the identity of the

Besides

author and what type of works he/she

comprehension (by providing them with

has written. In order to do this, you

specific tasks, such as questions to

could ask them to find information on

answer),

the author and to jot down just what

anticipating/guessing what the story will

aspects of his biography call their

be about. Moreover, your students may

attention. Another possibility is to show

have already seen some films based on

them an interview in which this author

books by this author. You could show

talks about his writings. There are

them different movie trailers of some of

working

you
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his most famous works, such as A Time
to Kill, The Pelican Brief, The Client,
and The Firm (all of the trailer videos

While-reading
Activities

are available on Youtube). The idea is

There are various settings in the story.

to help students

The opening setting is in the Drake and

activate previous

knowledge, make connections between

Sweeney firm, a wealthy environment

the films and speculate on what they

which is immediately “invaded” by

are going to read.

Mister who doesn’t belong there. After
Mister’s suicide, it is Michael who

After this activity, you could work on the

“invades” Mister’s environment and

book cover. The image shows a poor

gets to know about homelessness. As

and dirty neighbourhood in which part

they read, students can make a map of

of the street is seen, but also two

the places the characters visit and

windows with iron bars (probably, this is
an unsafe and marginal part of town).
This picture is important for students to

inhabit and what incidents or important
events in the story take place in each of
them.

continue anticipating plot and what type
of setting the story will have (even who
the main characters are). Furthermore,
the picture is actually tinted blue, a
colour which is generally associated
with

sadness and

misery, thereby

making students predict the general
feeling of the work of fiction. Another

Apart from making a map of places, as
John Grisham generally makes use of
lots of characters in the story and
students may mix them up, it may also
prove useful for them to make a map of
characters - who they are and how they
are related.

interesting activity you could do is to
show students different book covers of

Names are, as mentioned above, a

this book (you could look up the

very important topic to deal with in

pictures on Google Images) and the

class. Mister, by not having a name at

names

the beginning, may seem to represent

of

this

book

in

Spanish

(CausaJusta). This may also draw
some light upon the themes the graded
reader will explore.

any poor person in this situation. His
real name, DeVon Hardy may account
for the hardships this character has
encountered in life. Michael Brock, the
main character’s name, may seem to
ring a bell with Saint Michael, the
Archangel’s

name,
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revered as the advocate of different
cultural minorities and the poor. Ruby is

Post-Reading Activities

really a precious stone, i.e. unique, in

In order to analyse the context of

the sense that she can recover from an

reception in the reader, we must bear in

addiction to drugs and is able to help

mind what is currently happening as

others. As regards Mordecai Green, his

regards housing and homelessness. In

biblical

times of the so-called Housing Bubble

Possibly,

name
this

means

“little

meaning

man”.

may

be

associated with his humility. However,
his surname can also shed light upon
his character, as this colour is usually

in the US, China, Canada and Spain (to
name a few) which leaves thousands in
the street every day, such a literary
work as this one turns out to be
extremely fruitful since it opens debate.

associated with hope.

You could have students investigate on
As

students

work

on

different

this

crisis

and

prepare

oral

characters, ask them to identify which

presentations. Another possibility is that

social ethnias and groups they belong

they prepare posters to put up in the

to. For instance, if they are Spanish-

classrooms. Anyway, you could use

American, African American and if they

their investigations just for debate.

belong to low, middle or high social
for

In order to prepare tasks on related

debate could be whether the social

works (by another author), you could

class of each of the characters could be

listen to the song called “Another Day

related to the ethnia they belong to, and

In Paradise,” by Phil Collins, which

whether there is any kind of pattern

deals with homelessness. Apart from

classes.

Interesting

questions

between these two variables. You could

working on listening comprehension,

also work on the question of social

you may analyse the feelings in the

mobility and whether it is possible in

song and compare them to those
present in the story. Basically, lack of

such a system.

dignity and impotence in the face of a
Ask them to concentrate on female

blind society (which appears not to

characters and identify each of them

notice

with adjectives to describe personality.

them)

are

just

a

few

coincidences that may crop up. Another

The goal of this activity may be to

possible intertext to work on may be the

analyse what role women may play in

2006 film The Pursuit of Happyness

this work of fiction and this particular

(sic! It is actually spelt with a ‘y’),

society.

starring Will Smith which also explores
homelessness and lack of opportunities
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to get on with life. Interestingly, there is

endless and creativity may be in full

possible social mobility in this story

bloom. A list of possibilities may be:

about another disempowered Black



American.

Ask students to provide a possible
cast for a film version of the story.
Who would be the actors? Would

Students could also work on the reason

the story start the same way? Show

why the story is called The Street

students the beginning of a script of

Lawyer. What does the title really

a film they are acquainted with

imply? Is it a title which reflects the

(probably The Pursuit of Happyness

story or not? What other expressions

–available at

with the word “street” do you know? For

http://www.veryabc.cn/movie/upload

instance, “to take to the streets” “street

s/script/thepursuitofhappyness.txt).

cred(ibility)”,

Students may produce a mini-

“Wall

Street,”

“street

people,” “streetwise,” “street value,” “be

screenplay of the first scene in the

streets ahead,” “be up your street,”

story and act it out. Obviously, this

“man in the street,” “on the streets,” “the

activity may depend on how much

streets are paved with gold,” “on easy

time could be devoted to English

street”. Then, ask your students how

every week.

they can relate these phrases and



Ask students to make a fictitious

idiomatic expressions with the story.

Facebook

Ask them to provide sentences, such as

Google+) page for one of the

“The owners of Drake and Sweeney are

characters. Who would be their

on easy street (meaning rich).”

friends? What would be their marital

(or

Twitter,

LinkedIn,

status? What comments would they
Media Literacy activities as post-

like or not? Which groups would

reading activities

they support? What games would

This is a bonus in the classroom, but in

they play on-line? For instance,

general these activities are those in

Michael Brock’s page may show

which students do not only analyse

that Ruby, Mordecai and Megan are

media (as in the watching of different

his friends at the end of the story.

videos

different

His marital status at this same point

websites or newspapers) but produce

may be “in a relationship with

and publish media in any way: a mini

Megan”. He may like groups such

Youtube

a

as “The Homeless,” “Recovering

Facebook page, a song, etc. The list is

from Crack Addiction,” “Fighting

or

reading

video,

a

from

blog

forum,

against the Powerful,” etc. He may
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have unfriended people such as

You could start a blog and tell your

Braden Chance and his ex-wife.

students you are one of the characters

If there should be musicians or

in the story and produce a blog entry on

writers in the classroom, ask them

one of the topics discussed in class.

to make a poem and invent a song.

Ask your students to represent different

You could help them by providing

characters and to comment on your

them with different words in the

blog entry. Next month, ask another

story, such as homeless, dirt, slum,

student to come up with a blog entry by

crack, addiction and making them

the character they represent. Then, you

think of rhyming pairs, such as

and the rest of the characters/students

careless, bird, come, snack and

will comment on the blog entry and so

eviction. If you ask each student to

on.

make two verses of a poem using a
Thank you, Paola!

rhyming pair, then all of them will be
able to produce a final poem and
the activity won’t take more than 30
minutes. A possible couplet may be:
Ruby’s been hooked on crack/but
doesn’t have a penny for a snack.

La Asociación
presents

Teachers´

Centre

Forum

2013

Enrol at
alumnoslibres@aexalevi.org.ar
or call
4814 0545
Our first meeting will be held on May 4. Don´t miss it!
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Interview
In this issue, we interview Cecilia Sassone, who is a well-known specialist in the area
of technology applied to English Language Teaching.

Cecilia is a teacher of English (IES en Lenguas Vivas “J.R.F.”), a
Licentiate in English (Universidad de Belgrano) and an expert in
learning
technologies
(Net-Learning/Universidad
Tecnológica
Nacional). For over 20 years, she has taught adults and delivered
teacher training workshops and lectures. She teaches the workshop on
“Games, music, crafts and technology” at the IES en Lenguas Vivas
“J.R.F.” and is e-moderator for the British Council’s online teacher
training courses.

How significant is the impact of

predictable, since now we may have to

technology on English Language

deal with more emerging elements.

Teaching?

The possibility of autonomy that the
Web

provides

makes

learning

I believe that technology has come to

ubiquitous, i.e. that can happen in any

make us muse over our role and

place and at any time. Therefore, I see

redefine our tasks, pour more fun into

our tasks have shifted to analysing the

teaching and - if we are willing to invest

information

the time in training - simplify the

students bring into the classroom and

teaching-learning process.

seeing ways of turning them into

Let me

and

experiences

that

explain this in a little bit more detail.

learning opportunities, engaging our

Our

being

students even more. Technology has

presenters to engagers. I mean in the

facilitated this process of information

past, our tasks had to do mainly with

search, communication across cultures

presenting information and coordinating

and collaboration among people. In any

activities and now we add to these

case, as experts in subject matter and

tasks

the

methodology, our role involves helping

sometimes unpredictable amounts and

our students to transfer the knowledge

types of information that our students

acquired to their lives, to simplify and

can collect in the Web. This makes our

conceptualize information and to find

teaching

tools and ways of reaching their goals.

role

the

has

shifted

need

process

to

from

manage

sometimes

less
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I’ve also mentioned the element of fun.

of our actions. Further, social networks

Of course fun is not a prerogative of

ease the contact among people, but

technology; lessons can be enjoyable

there is less true meaningful interaction.

without any technology at all…We can

I saw a nice phrase in Facebook that

play games, make crafts, laugh at a

read “Facebook keeps you close to the

humorous comment by the teacher or a

people who are far away, and far away

classmate, the lot. But I believe fun

from

should be a part of all learning activities

Amazing summary. In order to strike a

– or at least we should try. It facilitates

balance, teachers would need to carry

learning, and involves and engages the

out more reflective activities, develop

mind and body of the learner.

thinking

Today, this generation of students we

consequence

get feel at home with technology and

students to actually listen to one

for them it is the synonym of fun. They

another and respond to accordingly.

the people

skills,

who

are

analyse

reactions

close.”

causeand

get

make contacts, play games, search for
information, learn with multimedia, etc.

What is the reaction of the older

So, this brings me to the last point: if

generations of teachers?

we can spare some time to see how
technology can improve the learning

Honestly, in the 19 years I’ve been

process,

involved

we

will

surely

reap

the

benefits.

in

technology

facilitating

strategies to teachers, there’s never
been a single one that was not

Are there any disadvantages to the

enthused – with different levels of

use of technology?

anxiety, perhaps. I believe that once we
see the benefits that new technologies

As with all other techniques, we need to

can bring to our lives, it is easier to

do what makes sense and is of value to

adopt them and even to invest time in

the learners. This generation of kids is

further training.

really technology savvy and therefore
finds it hard to remain focused for a

How

long time jumping from one activity to

technology in the classroom if we

the next. They also tend to prioritise

find it hard to use computers?

can

we

start

using

reaction to reflection. In this “shoot it”
videogame culture in which you need to
“kill before you are killed” there is little
time for reflecting on the consequences

Teachers can decide what type of
integration fits best with the kind of
course they deliver. There are basically
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three types of courses: web-assisted,

What do you envisage about the

blended-learning (or hybrid) and online.

future

Web-assisted courses are the simplest,

Teaching?

of

English

Language

so I will stick to that. They are face-toface

meetings

instructional

The trend goes towards more student

classroom

participation in curriculum objectives

tuition and management. For instance

and teachers helping them out with

teachers can complement their lessons

their goals. We will all learn more from

with online resources like online games,

one another, increasing our mutual

video-making or poster-making tools,

motivation at the same time. Virtual

skills and language point exercises,

environments will grow in numbers and

web-searches,

improve their quality so as to make

technologies

with

supporting

digital

presentations,

youtube videos, access

to course

interaction

and

collaboration

more

syllabus, online quizzes, etc. There are

pervasive. As I said earlier, learning will

tons of creativity tools, which allow

be

students to communicate their message

physically or virtually

in special ways. The first step would be

become

just to explore the web and use what

providing learners with opportunities to

others have designed. We may also

develop their skills, but above all, will

want to open a blog or wiki to store our

be

favourite links and materials. Most tools

activities need to be carried out towards

are open source and free of charge,

the development of the student as a

especially for educators, so I suggest

fully-grown human being. In all this

opening an educator’s account (at

process, we should not forget what is

school or at www.educ.ar ).

essential. The famous 21st century skills
–

more

ubiquitous.

an

in

creative
thinking

will

facilitator

defining

communication,

creating

teacher,

present,

important

instrumental

creation,

The

which

collaboration,
problem-solving,

-

need

to

be

developed with and without technology.
Thank you, Cecilia!
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